Non-Hermitian topological phases in static and periodically driven systems have attracted great attention in recent years. Finding dynamical probes for these exotic phases would be of great importance in the detection and application of their topological properties. In this work, we propose a systematic approach to dynamically characterize non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in one-dimension with chiral symmetry. We show that the topological invariants of a chiral symmetric Floquet system can be fully determined by measuring the winding angles of its time-averaged spin textures. We further purpose a piecewise quenched lattice model with rich non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases, in which our theoretical predictions are numerically demonstrated and compared with another approach utilizing the mean chiral displacement of a wavepacket.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological states of matter in non-Hermitian systems have attracted great attention in recent years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Theoretically, the presence of gain and loss or nonreciprocal effects induce rich static/Floquet topological phases and exotic phenomena like the non-Hermitian skin effect [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and unique entanglement properties [50] [51] [52] , resulting in the reformulation of topological classification schemes [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and principle of bulk-edge correspondence [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] for their description. Experimentally, non-Hermitian topological phases have been observed in optical [74, 75] , photonic [76] [77] [78] , topolectric circuit [79] , optomechanical [80, 81] , and mechanical systems [82, 83] , leading to potential applications like topological energy transfer [84] , topological lasers [85] [86] [87] and enhanced sensitivity in optics [88] [89] [90] [91] .
An indispensable step in the search of non-Hermitian topological matter is to find their defining topological signatures. One type of such signature can appear as topological edge states at the boundaries of the system [77, 83] , which may further lead to quantized or non-quantized transport coefficients. Another type of topological signature is formed by the dynamical pattern of bulk states under external perturbations [74, 78] . In Ref. [92] , it was shown that the mean chiral displacement [93] [94] [95] of a wavepacket subjecting to nonequilibrium evolution could be used to probe the topological invariants of non-Hermitian Floquet systems in onedimension (1d). More recently, a dynamical classification scheme [96] for non-Hermitian topological matter is proposed, which allows the extraction of topological invariants from the time-averaged spin textures of non-Hermitian static systems in one and two dimensions [97] .
In this work, we provide a dynamical characterization of non-Hermitian topological phases in 1d Floquet systems. We first review the definition of topological wind- * zhoulw13@u.nus.edu ing numbers for a chiral symmetric Floquet system and the description of its stroboscopic dynamics in biorthogonal representations. Following that, we propose our construction of dynamical topological invariants from the winding angles of stroboscopic time-averaged spin textures over the first Brillouin zone (BZ). We further show that these invariants are equal to the topological winding numbers of the Floquet system under generic initial conditions. Finally, we propose a piecewise quenched 1d lattice model with rich non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases, and verifying our theory by explicit numerical simulations. Our approach therefore achieves a dynamical characterization of non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in 1d, with potential applications in their experimental detections.
II. CHIRAL SYMMETRIC FLOQUET SYSTEMS IN 1D
In this section, we discuss the identification of chiral symmetry (CS) for a Floquet system and the definition of its topological invariants. The stroboscopic dynamics of a Floquet system is described by its time evolution operator over a complete driving period, i.e., U = T e − i ´T 0Ĥ (t)dt , where T executes the time ordering, T is the driving period, andĤ(t) is the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the system. The definition of chiral (or sublattice) symmetry for the Floquet operatorÛ relies on the existence of a pair of symmetric time frames α = 1, 2, obtained by shifting the starting time of the evolution [98] . In these time frames, the Floquet operators take the formÛ 1 =FĜ andÛ 2 =ĜF . The three Floquet operators {Û ,Û 1 ,Û 2 } are related with one another by similarity transformations, and therefore sharing the same Floquet spectrum. Then the Floquet system described byÛ is said to have CS if there exists a unitary transformationΓ, such thatΓ 2 = 1 andΓÛ αΓ =Û −1 α for α = 1, 2. For a Hermitian system,Û is unitary and we also haveÛ −1 α =Û † α .
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When a Floquet system has CS, we can introduce a pair of winding numbers to characterize its topological properties [92, 98, 99] . In 1d, without loss of generality, we assume the Floquet operator of the system to have the from U (k) = e −ihy(k)σy e −ihx(k)σx under the periodic boundary condition. Here σ x,y are Pauli matrices and h x,y (k) are functions of the quasimomentum k ∈ [−π, π). We have also set the Planck constant = 1 and driving period T = 2. Practically, such a Floquet evolution can be generated by a Hamiltonian H(k, t) subjecting to piecewise quenches, so that
with ∈ Z. The Floquet operators U 1,2 (k) in the two symmetric time frames are then given by
where the effective Hamiltonians H 1,2 (k) can be formally expressed as
It is clear that the Floquet operators U 1,2 (k) in the two symmetric time frames have the CS: Γ = σ z , in the sense that ΓU 1,2 (k)Γ = U −1 1,2 (k). Therefore, following the topological characterization of chiral symmetric Floquet systems [26, 98] , one can introduce a pair of topological winding numbers
where the winding angle φ α (k) is defined by the two components of the effective Hamiltonian as
Note that for non-Hermitian systems, the winding angle φ α (k) as defined above could be a complex number. However, its imaginary part Im[φ α (k)] has no winding in the BZ k ∈ [−π, π). So only the real part of winding angle Re[φ α (k)] contributes to the value of ν α .
By recombining the winding numbers ν 1,2 , we could obtain another pair of winding numbers (ν 0 , ν π ), which fully characterizes the bulk Floquet topological phases of U (k) [26, 98] . Explicitly, these winding numbers are given by
For Hermitian systems, ν 0 and ν π are always quantized as integers, and their absolute values determine the number of degenerate edge modes at the center and boundary of the quasienergy BZ under the open boundary condition, respectively. For non-Hermitian systems, ν 0 and ν π as defined in Eq. (7) may take half integer values when the conventional bulk-edge correspondence breakdowns [18] .
In this work, we focus on the dynamical characterization of bulk Floquet topological phases of U (k). Therefore, we ignore possible topological phase transitions due to boundary effects in non-Hermitian Floquet systems.
III. STROBOSCOPIC DYNAMICS IN BIORTHOGONAL BASIS
In this section, we briefly recap the description of Floquet stroboscopic evolution in biorthogonal representations, which will be the basis for us to introduce our dynamical characterization. In a given time frame α (= 1, 2), the right and left Floquet eigenvectors satisfy the eigenvalue equations of the effective Hamiltonian H α and its Hermitian conjugate, i.e.,
and
Here s = ± indices the two Floquet quasienergy bands, with E ± (k) = ±E(k) being their dispersions. Further, the left and right Floquet eigenvectors satisfy the biorthogonal and normalization conditions as
(10) Then according to biorthogonal quantum mechanics [100] , the evolution of an arbitrary initial state in the left and right eigenbasis yield
where n ∈ N is the number of evolution periods, and the initial amplitude
, the biorthogonal normalization condition (10) may not be satisfied during the evolution. We then need to introduce a normalization factor when evaluating the expectation value of an operator O after the evolution over n driving periods, i.e.,
For the effective Hamiltonians in Eq. (4), the left and right Floquet eigenvectors are explicitly given by
executes matrix transpose. It is straightforward to check that Eqs. (14) and (15) satisfy the biorthogonal normalization conditions as given by Eq. (10).
IV. TIME-AVERAGED SPIN TEXTURES AND DYNAMICAL WINDING NUMBERS
In this section, with the help of the biorthogonal formalism introduced in Sec. III, we discuss how to extract the dynamical winding numbers from the stroboscopic averaged spin textures of the system. These dynamical winding numbers are further shown to be equal to the topological invariants Eq. (5) in the corresponding symmetric time frames.
In long-time limit, the stroboscopic averaged spin textures (r x , r y ) are obtained from the biorthogonal expectation values of Pauli spin operators (σ x , σ y ) as
where j = x, y and N is the total number of driving periods. The explicit definition of σ j (k, n) α is given by Eq. (13) . The winding angle of averaged spin textures at a given quasimomentum k is
Introducing compact notations for the overlapping amplitudes D ss (k) ≡ c s (k)c * s (k) and cross spectral gaps ∆ ss (k) ≡ E s (k) − E * s (k), we can express r α j (k) explicitly as
where we have suppressed the k-dependence in all states and functions for symbolic convenience. In the long-time limit N → ∞, the dynamical winding angle In the meantime, the biorthogonal expectation value of Pauli spin operators are given by
for α = 1, 2 and j = x, y. Therefore, if the quasienergy E s (k) is real at quasimomentum k, Eq. (18) will reduce to
If the initial state is prepared in a way such that |c
Measuring the winding angle of averaged spin textures then allows one to extract the static winding angle φ α (k) and therefore the topological winding number ν α in Eq. (5).
The same conclusion can be drawn if the quasienergy E s (k) is complex at a quasimomentum k, which is the more typical situation in non-Hermitian systems. In this case, r α j (k) in Eq. (18) can be expressed explicitly as , which again allows us to extract the static winding angle φ α (k) and topological winding number ν α from the time-averaged spin textures even when E s (k) / ∈ R. Practically, due to the fast decay of irrelevant terms caused by the non-vanishing imaginary parts of quasienergies, we only need the initial conditions to be D ++ = 0 and D −− = 0 in order to achieve this conclusion.
To sum up, we find that the winding angle of long-time averaged stroboscopic spin textures around the first BZ k ∈ [−π, π) yields a dynamical winding number
which is equal to the topological winding number ν α of a chiral symmetric Floquet operator in the time frame α (= 1, 2). The bulk topological invariants (ν 0 , ν π ) of the Floquet system are then related to the dynamical winding numbers by
This completes our dynamical characterization of chiral symmetric non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in 1d. Note that the relations in (23) only rely on simple constraints on the initial state of the dynamics, i.e., imbalanced and non-vanishing populations on both Floquet bands at each quasimomentum k. This provides more flexibility in the experimental detection of these dynamical winding numbers. In an earlier work, the relation between dynamical and static winding numbers have also been proved in evolutions driven by time-independent Hamiltonians. Our finding can thus be viewed as an extension of the results in Ref. [97] to periodically driven systems, which possessing unique nonequilibrium topological phases.
In the following section, we introduce a non-Hermitian piecewise quenched lattice (PQL) model, and demonstrating our findings by direct numerical simulations.
V. NON-HERMITIAN FLOQUET TOPOLOGICAL PHASES IN A PQL
To demonstrate our theory, we consider a PQL model in the form of Eq. (1). The Hamiltonians in the two halves of a driving period are explicitly given by
where J 1,2 = u 1,2 +iv 1,2 are complex hopping amplitudes between nearest neighbor unit cells of the lattice, and k ∈ [−π, π) is the quasimomentum. The corresponding Floquet operator of the system is given by
In the two symmetric time frames, it admits the form U 1 (k) = e −iJ1 cos kσx/2 e −iJ2 sin kσy e −iJ1 cos kσx/2 and U 2 (k) = e −iJ2 sin kσy/2 e −iJ1 cos kσx e −iJ2 sin kσy/2 . In the Hermitian limit v 1 = v 2 = 0, this system has been shown to possess rich Floquet topological phases in the context of a spin-1/2 double kicked rotor [99] . With the increase of imaginary hopping amplitudes v 1,2 , a series of topological phase transitions could appear in the system. Accompanying each transition, a non-Hermitian Floquet topological phase emerges, which can be characterized by the topological winding numbers (ν 0 , ν π ) as defined in Eq. (7) . In in Fig. 1, we show two representative configurations of the resulting Floquet topological phase diagrams. Each region with a uniform color in Fig. 1(a,c) [(b,d)] corresponds to a non-Hermitian Floquet topological phase with a quantized topological invariant ν 0 (ν π ), whose values are denoted in the corresponding panels. The black lines denote boundaries between different topological phases.
The non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in Fig. 1 can be characterized dynamically by the mean chiral displacement [93] [94] [95] 99] or the dynamical winding numbers introduced in Sec. IV. In Fig. 2 , we present two examples of the winding numbers (ν 0 , ν π ) versus the imaginary parts of hopping amplitudes v 1 = v 2 = v in our PQL model (25) . In both cases, we observe that the topological invariants ν 0 (solid line) and ν π (dashed line) and their changes are consistent with the mean chiral displacements C 0 (circles) and C π (triangles), respectively (see Appendix A for the definitions of C 0,π ).
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we further compute the dynamical winding angles θ 1,2 yx (k) as defined in Eq. (17) for several different Floquet topological phases of Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 , we see that the winding angles of time-averaged spin textures around the first BZ yield the dynamical winding numbers (W 1 , W 2 ) = (9, 1), (7, −1), (3, −1) and (1, 1) at four different sets of system parameters. Their combinations, according to Eq. (23), give the correct winding numbers of the corresponding non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in Fig. 2(a) . Similarly, counting the winding angles of time-averaged spin textures in Fig. 4 yields the dynamical winding numbers (W 1 , W 2 ) = (1, 9) , (−1, 7), (−1, 3) and (1, 1) at four different sets of system parameters. Their combinations also produce the winding numbers of the corresponding non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in Fig. 2(b) . With these numerical evidence, we conclude that the winding angles of timeaveraged spin textures could indeed provide a dynamical characterization for non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases with CS in 1d. 
VI. SUMMARY
In this work, we propose an approach to dynamically characterize non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases in 1d with chiral symmetry. We utilize the relative phase between two long-time averaged spin components to define a dynamical winding number, which is coincide with the topological invariant of the Floquet operator. The effectiveness of our approach is verified in a piecewise quenched lattice model with rich non-Hermitian Floquet topological phases. We also compared our approach with another dynamical characterization strategy based on the mean chiral displacement of a wavepacket, and obtaining consistent results. In future work, it would be interesting to consider the extension of our dynamical approaches to two dimensions for characterizing Chern and second order Floquet topological insulators in both Hermitian and non-Hermitian systems. Exploring the robustness of our approach to disorder, interactions and other types of environmental effects should also be important for its applications in realistic non-Hermitian experimental setups like photonic and cold atom systems. The mean chiral displacements (C 0 , C π ) in Fig. 2 of the main text are given by
where the mean chiral displacements C 1,2 in the two symmetric time frames are defined as
Tr Ũ †n α (k)Γi∂ k U n α (k)
Tr Ũ †n α (k)U n α (k)
.
(A2)
Here Γ is the CS operator, which is σ z for our piecewise quenched lattice model. N is the total number of driving periods. U α (k) is the Floquet operator in the symmetric time frame α = 1, 2, andŨ α (k) = s e −iEs(k) | ψ α s (k) ψ α s (k)| governs the dynamics of left vectors in the biorthogonal basis. The trace corresponds to taking the expectation value over an intial state with equal populations on both sublattice sites in the central unit cell of the lattice. In Ref. [92] , it is proved that for a chiral symmetric non-Hermtian Floquet system in 1d, its topological winding numbers (ν 0 , ν π ) are equal to (C 0 , C π ). Therefore, the mean chiral displacements (C 0 , C π ) provide an alternative dynamical probe to the non-Hermitian topological phases of chiral symmetric Floquet systems in 1d.
